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Senior Judges Report 
 

Name of Track      Rideau Carleton Ottawa 

Date     Thursday 20 August 2020 Post Time 1600 hours 

Weather   Races 1 - 10: Overcast (Temp: 19 deg. C)  Wind: 12 km/h (SouthEast) 

Track Condition Races 1 - 10: Fast (Variant 0 secs)   

Number of Races 10 Qualifying races   Total Entries  81/98 

Mutual Handle $164,419  
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Senior Judge Associate Judge Associate Judge 

Weber, Michael Coles, Sharla  Brethour, Fred (CAR) 

Report on day’s events:  
(Accidents, claims, fines and/or suspensions, objections and/or disqualifications, refunds and any other pertinent incidents)  …. 

Office:  

• Early Judges scratch (transportation) of OHBABYOHBABYOH from the tenth race.   

• Telephone review held with driver Eddie Green regarding his urging in the stretch while 
driving TALAHASSE SEELSTER in the eighth race on 26 July; Mr. Green is now fully 
aware of the AGCO urging rules and will further modify his urging technique in order to 
remain compliant. An official warning has been entered on the licence of Mr. Green.  

• Telephone review held with driver Robbie Robinson regarding his urging in the stretch 
while driving WILDCAT CAM in the fourth race on 13 August; Mr. Robinson is now fully 
aware of the AGCO urging rules and will modify his urging technique in order to remain 
compliant. An official warning has been entered on the licence of Mr. Robinson.  

Races:  

1. Clear. 

2. Driver of #5 SIR A, Jacques Beaudoin, was adjudged guilty of violating ACGO rule 
22.05.01(k) (failure to set or maintain a pace comparable to the class) concerning the 
second quarter (292 1014 1314 1594) and assessed a monetary penalty of $100 
(Number 1057331). Clear.  

3. Clear.  

4. Clear.  

5. Clear.  

6. Recall due to #1 PC HEISENBERG (Clarke Steacy) causing interference to #9 SLIP 
INTO GLIDE (Pascal Berube) while off stride before the start. Clear.  
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7. Inquiry on #4 DELCADO (Guy Gagnon), who finished fourth, around the last turn 
concerning leaving the course; #4 did go inside one pylon and strike the following 
pylon; no advantage gained and no violation.  

Video: https://youtu.be/yhYzYUNcN8U  

STONEY CURTIS (Ryan Guy) #2 suffered broken equipment (side hopple hanger) after 
the ¼ mile pole and finished second with broken equipment. Clear.  

8. Inquiry on #2 ARIELLE HANOVER (Richard Simard), who finished second, before the 
¼ mile pole concerning leaving the course; #2 did go inside one pylon and strike the 
following pylon, no advantage gained and no violation.  

Video: https://youtu.be/P_BFCYNWv4k  

Driver of #2 Richard Simard will attend a review regarding his urging in the stretch.  

OHBABYWEFOUNDLOVE (Michael Armstrong) #4 suffered broken equipment 
(overcheck) after the ¼ mile pole and subsequently broke (charted with an equipment 
break) and finished with broken equipment. Clear.  

9. Driver of #6 MUSCLES FOREVER, Stephane Lareau, had an official warning entered 
on his licence regarding more than acceptable wrist action in the stretch and urging 
when not in contention (AGCO rules 22.23.03(b) & 22.23.02(b), respectively).  

The Starter will hold a review with the driver of #1 RAISING RUSTY, Stephane Pouliot, 
regarding AGCO rule 22.03(j)(vii) (failure to come into position and remain in position 
behind the gate). Clear.   

10.  Reviewed break by #4 STOLEN ART (Pascal Berube), who finished fourth, before the 
¾ mile pole; no violation of the breaking rules. Clear.  

Claims: 

• 3 #8 SOS JUSTIFIED (1 claim) for $10,000 by Matthew McDonald & Makayla Romano 
(Anne-Marie Turenne trainer).  
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